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The Submissive Covering In reality, most people live through virtual fences 

as they feel social exclusion and racial covering arises. The fences have 

double standards either to protect the revered ones in protection, whereas, 

the common people are enclosed from society. The imagery of fence in 

Fences of Enclosure, Windows of Possibility and the Covering Hidden Assault 

Cover In ourCivil Rightsshows the theory of the way power structures restrict

and control over society. All these fences are interconnected with racial 

covering in Covering The Hidden Assault on our Civil 

Rights, where the minorities being excluded from virtual fences that restrict 

them from achieving mainstream. The representation ofglobalizationis 

similar to white supremacy in the United States, the domination on less 

powered people. In this case, relating Klein term virtual fences will 

demonstrate how racial covering is affected by society with white supremacy

Just as capitalism is built by the ones with huge resources. Lack of resources 

and racial pressure combine to create virtual fences on people who are not 

accepted and the search for window of possibility arises. 

Klein describes that the fences that protect public interest is disappearing 

fast. Similarly, the gap between the white and minorities is visible even on 

public television as virtual fences between different races. For example, 

when Hosting students say how they cannot imagine Asians appearing on 

TV, and goes says she cannot imagine any self-respecting minority could 

remain untroubled by the whiteness of television (Hosing, 306). It is showing 

the tendency of public TV not showing minorities and more likely the whites 

to be appeared. 
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As invasion of the public by the private hectically put up new barriers, 

whether in schools, hospitals, workplaces, farms and communities, show 

commodity or necessity is becoming untouchable by common people Just 

like Asian Americans being less likely to be on public TV. The invading of the 

public by the private has reached into categories such 

ashealthandeducation, of course, but also ideas, genes, sees , now 

purchased, patented and fenced off, as well as traditional aboriginal 

remedies, plants, water and even human stem cells (197). 

Yes, and citizens are becoming more lack of resources and barred under 

many restrictions even on commodities. In both cases, it shows the bitter 

truth of virtual fence categorizing people in terms of race and resources, to 

dictate who is inside of power dynamics and who is not. One of Hosting 

students says that she will not mind how white television casts are and 

rather she will assimilate to the white norm or speak unaccented English. 

The productive way of getting over the barriers is to arouse the pride of 

authenticity as an individual feels the virtual fences of racial pressure. 

The window of possibility is created when Hosing speaks The Japanese 

believe they are a race apart, proclaiming their blood more pure than that of 

other peoples (299). Hosing explains how the other side of people can think 

differently, as well as remembering he was part of majority in mainland 

Japan. Hosing starts to show his Japanese pride and accept his heritage and 

says in Japan Hess part of majority too. The virtual fences in Klein writing 

relates to the racial covering mentioned by Hosing as people see the 

downside of either capitalism or globalization that puts bars around people 

or take away their rights, they conform to society. 
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Virtual fences favor people with more accepted appearance and view 

someone's cultural aspect of racial identity as being different and 

furthermore, it elicits negative characteristic of a person, leading social 

exclusion. Klein says this as the fences of social exclusion can discard an 

entire industry, and they can also write off an entire country, as has 

happened to Argentina (197). The essential power of globalization has dark 

shadow over the world, disregarding common citizens who deposited their 

life savings. 

This claim clearly specifies how one country can be devastated by social 

exclusion. In comparison, Hosing mentions Yet if dating Janet represented 

assimilation in one sense, it was also its rejection. To date another Asian as 

to be raced apart. We would often be the only Asians in a social group 

(Hosing, 303). This fear comes from the worries about being fenced out of 

society and the racial barrier acts as locking out these people into their own 

barrier, groups of Asians, Hipics and Blacks. 

Hosing mentions how another form of reaching windows of possibility is 

found as racial minorities try to breach the social contract of assimilation 

sometimes, Just like an African-American woman wearing cornrows. Racial 

covering can advance over categorical exclusion as written by Hosing, Times

eave changed, and I suppose you could call it progress that a Chainman, too,

may now aspire to whiteness (Hosing, 308). This also can open window of 

possibility as they challenge themselves to racially assimilate to white 

people in order to be more conformed to society. 
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Hosing questions how its worth asking when we will live in a society where 

Americans will feel central without feeling white and that we are far from 

that society. The virtual fences have great impact on individuals to feel 

socially excluded from one another, resulting racial covering to be socially 

accepted. Surprisingly, people are being barred from work for showing their 

diversity and federal Constitution and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

It only protects race much more than orientation. 

Even at work, there's virtual fence as Hosing writes the unfairness of Title VII 

claims that English-only rules that require employees to speak English in the 

workplace (Hosing, 313). This states that the employers are being more 

required to be conformed to American society under their restriction. These 

policies have been another virtual fence on the basis of national origin. In 

imprison, globalization, which seems to be decent title, misuses power over 

people by prevarication that co-opts only limited people controlling certain 

private companies that are open for certain types of people. 

Globalization is no longer organizing societies of the world, but as Klein 

explains the fences that surround the summits become metaphors for an 

economic model that exiles billions topovertyand exclusion (Klein, 199). This 

is when the activists were withstanding all the attacks from the police to 

confront the form of virtual fence. People fight back to open window of 

possibility on the social structure. Klein talks this behavior as following, their 

goal, which I began to explore in the final pieces in this book, is not to take 

power for themselves but to challenge power centralization on principle. 
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Other kinds of windows are opening as well reclaim privatized spaces and 

assets for public use. (Klein, 200). They are both euphemism terms and the 

people misuse things are that are meant to be good to show their power 

over lower people. People sometimes take challenge on virtual fences to 

advance over exclusion anddiscriminationand confront at the stage. Hosing 

and Klein share many examples and that limited 
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